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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the neuromuscular adaptation that occurred with
aging, by comparing young and aged subjects with respect to changes in surface EMG from
the tibialis anterior muscle during fatiguing contractions. EMG variables such as the aver-
aged rectified value (ARV), median frequency (MDF), and muscle fiber conduction velocity
(MFCV) were calculated during maximal (MVC, 3 sec) and submaximal (60% MVC, 60
sec) isometric contractions. Muscular force, ARV, MDF, and MFCV during MVC were sig-
nificantly greater in the young than in the elderly (p<0.05). EMG amplitude increased and
the waveform slowed in all subjects during submaximal contractions, indicating the devel-
opment of local muscle fatigue. As fatigue progressed, the ARV increased and the MDF and
MFCV decreased significantly (p<0.01). The fatigue-induced changes in the MDF and MFCV
were significantly smaller in aged than in young subjects (p<0.05), a trend also seen in the
ARV change, which means that the elderly cannot be fatigued as much as the young with
contractions of the same relative intensity. These results as a whole suggest that the aged
subjects hold an adaptive motor strategy to cope with age-related neuromuscular deteriora-
tions, due to the decline of motor unit activation and selective atrophy of fast twitch muscle
fibers.

 INTRODUCTION

Studies on muscle fatigue are one of the issues of prime importance in human ergology. Since
population structure is rapidly changing in developed countries including Japan to have higher pro-
portion of the elderly, clarification of the features of fatigue in the elderly should have socioeconomic
significances. This applies particularly to lower limb muscles related with the locomotor capacity,
which is essential for the activity of daily life in the elderly.

It is conventional in evaluation of muscle fatigue under ergological situations to use surface
EMG, which is real-time and non-invasive in nature. It has been shown with surface EMG, for ex-
ample, that its magnitude increases and the power spectrum shifts toward lower frequencies as fa-
tigue progresses (Kogi and Hakamada, 1962; Okada, 1971). Recent years, in addition to the EMG
magnitude and spectral parameters, muscle fiber conduction velocity (MFCV) reflecting the meta-
bolic state of muscle tissues (Sadoyama et al., 1988) is increasingly utilized in the fatigue evaluation
on the ground that MFCV is less vulnerable to the recording conditions than the other EMG vari-
ables. In terms of the behavior of these variables in fatiguing contractions, relative contribution of the
central/neural versus peripheral/metabolic factors in muscle has been discussed (Bigland-Ritchie et
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al., 1981; Fuglevand et al., 1993).
However, characteristics of muscle fatigue in the elderly as compared with the young have not

been investigated by using the above variables, except in a few studies in which the variables mea-
sured are limited in number, and focuses are simply laid on the comparison between “before” and
“after” fatigue (Schwendner et al., 1997; Hara et al., 1998). A reason for the paucity of such studies
appears to be the difficulties in acquiring reliable measurements of MFCV in the field situations.

In this study, we compared aged and young subjects regarding the changes in surface EMG
variables during fatiguing contractions of the tibialis anterior muscle that plays critical roles in walk-
ing (Kameyama et al., 1990), and discussed the age-related alteration of motor control strategy.

METHODS

Subjects and procedures
Subjects were 13 healthy aged females (70.8±3.1 years old) and 12 healthy young females

(21.4±1.7 years old) informed of the aim and procedure of experiments (Figure 1). Sitting in a chair
with the hip, knee, and ankle joints flexed at 90 degrees, the subjects conducted isometric dorsiflex-
ion of the ankle using a maximal voluntary effort for 5 seconds while the dorsiflexion forces exerted
were measured. After a 5-minute rest, subjects carried out isometric ankle dorsiflexion of 60% MVC
for 60 sec, monitoring their own force output shown on a display (Figure 1). Experiments were
conducted using the right lower limb in all subjects.

Fig. 1.  Experimental setup for recording muscular force and EMG (A)
and arrangement of pick-up electrodes over the muscle (B).

The dorsiflexion forces were measured with a load cell placed in contact with the mid-dorsum
of the foot. Surface EMGs were recorded from the tibialis anterior muscle both during the MVC task
and 60% MVC task, to obtain EMG variables including MFCV. Simultaneously, skin temperature
was monitored using a thermometer (Coretemp, CTM-205, Termo Inc.) attached to the muscle belly
of the tibialis anterior. The EMG signals were picked up with a surface electrode array consisting of
4 stainless steel contacts spaced at 10 mm intervals (DEM, Torino, Italy), and amplified at a time
constant of 0.03 sec with a high cut-off frequency of 1,000 Hz. Signals were led bipolarly in 3 chan-
nels from neighboring contacts and monitored using a digital oscilloscope (DL154OC, Yokogawa).

Before the MVC task, preliminary experiments were repeated to precisely measure the MFCV
by placing the electrode in parallel to muscle fibers (Sadoyama et al, 1985; Masuda, 1985); the
subjects exerted moderate contractions, and the site where EMG waveforms of each channel most
closely resembled each other was adopted as the recording location (Figure 2), with attentions paid to
the site of neuromuscular junctions.
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Fig. 2.  EMG signals detected by using a 4-contact active electrode. The time
shift between channels is shown in an extended time scale. MFCV was calcu-
lated from the inter-contact distance (10 mm) and the time shift of signals be-
tween channel 1 and 2.

EMG signal processing and statistical analysis
The EMG signals and dorsiflexion force were recorded on magnetic tapes using a data recorder

(RTP-670A, Kyowa). After the experiment, the recorded signals were digitized at a sampling fre-
quency of 5 kHz with a resolution of 12 bits (DAS Mini, SDS). Digitized signals were transferred to
a personal computer to calculate EMG variables for those signals corresponding to the exerted force
above the target level. Following the method of Masuda et al. (1999), the frame size to calculate
EMG variables was 819.2 msec, corresponding to 4,096 samples. Shift lengths were 500 msec, cor-
responding to 2,500 samples.

As EMG variables to evaluate the development of muscle fatigue, we adopted the average rec-
tified value (ARV), median frequency of the power spectrum (MDF) and MFCV. The ARV and MDG
were calculated from the myoelectric signals of the middle channel. The correlation coefficient (CC)
was calculated between the signals from the neighboring channels, and the pair yielding the highest
CC with an appropriate time shift was selected. Following the method of Masuda (1985), the MFCV
was computed from the inter-contact distance (10 mm) and the time shift of signals giving the maxi-
mal CC.

Student’s paired t-test was used to compare Mean±SD between the groups with p<0.05 regarded
as statistically significant.

RESULTS

MVC task
Table 1 shows the force exerted and absolute values of EMG variables during the MVC task.

The ARV, MDF, and MFCV as well as the force were significantly smaller in the aged than in the
young subjects. The CC between each channel was as high as around 0.9 in both age groups, indicat-
ing that EMG propagation patterns were picked up appropriately.

Fatigue task
The surface EMG amplitude increased while the waveform slowed in all subjects during fatigu-

ing contraction at 60% MVC for 60 sec, indicating the development of muscle fatigue (Figure 3).
When we plotted the ARV, MDF, and MFCV against the time endured, the temporal change of these
variables were steady and continuous, with the least variability found in MFCV (Figure 4). To com-
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:MDF,       y = -0.1744x + 70.45
:MFCV,     y = -0.008x + 5.0378
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Table 1.  Muscular force and EMG variables during maximum voluntary contraction.
Asterisks show significant differences between the young and elderly subjects.

Fig. 3.  Changes in EMG waveforms during 60% MVC fatiguing contractions. The
surface EMG amplitude increases while the waveform slows as fatigue progresses.

Pre-fatigue Post-fatigue

Fig. 4.  Typical changes in median frequency (MDF), muscle fiber conduction ve-
locity (MFCV), and averaged rectified value (ARV) as fatigue progresses. The val-
ues were obtained from one subject. Percent changes of these values were calcu-
lated from the regression lines applied to the plots of EMG variables.

Force (kg) 22.78 ± 2.72 17.05 ± 4.68 ** 19.91 ± 4.75

ARV (µV) 413.76 ± 147.22 274.06 ± 109.39 * 343.91 ± 145.53

MDF (Hz) 63.68 ± 7.15 52.29 ± 7.52 ** 57.98 ± 9.24

MFCV (m/s) 4.73 ± 0.99 3.85 ± 0.56 * 4.29 ± 0.90

CC 0.87 ± 0.05 0.92 ± 0.02 ** 0.90 ± 0.04

Valus are Mean±S.D.  *p<0.05,  **p<0.01
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pare the magnitude of each variable between the initial and final phase of contraction, we applied a
regression line to each EMG variable following the method of Mannion and Dolan (1996), and the
intercepts at 0 sec and 60 sec were calculated to represent the initial and final values, respectively. As
a result, while the force exerted and CC remained unchanged, the ARV increased, and MDF and
MFCV decreased significantly as muscle fatigue developed (Figure 5). Skin temperature did not
change significantly (32.2±0.8 ˚C vs. 32.4±0.8 ˚C) during the 60 sec contraction.

Comparison between aged and young subjects
To compare the relative change in EMG variables during the contraction between aged and

young subjects, the percentage of the increment or decrement against the initial value was calculated.
As illustrated in Figure. 6, the decreasing rate in the MDF and MFCV was significantly smaller in the
aged than in the young subjects. The increasing rate in the ARV was also smaller in the aged than in
the young subjects, although without statistical significance.

Fig. 5.  Fatigue-induced changes in the force and EMG variables. Comparison was
made between the initial and final value calculated from the regression line. Aster-
isks show significant differences (p<0.01) between the initial and final value.
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DISCUSSION

In the maximum voluntary contractions, the force exerted and surface EMG variables were
significantly smaller in aged than in young subjects. The smaller MFCV in the aged confirms our
results previously reported (Okada et al., 2000). Smaller MFCV and MDF suggest that the proportion
of slow twitch (ST) fibers is higher in the tibialis anterior muscle of the aged subjects, owing to
selective atrophy of fast twitch (FT) fibers as demonstrated by histochemical studies (Porter et al.,
1995; Kimura, 1996). A lower ARV in the aged suggests a reduced capacity for recruiting motor
units, which, combined with the aforementioned atrophy of FT fibers, causes smaller forces exerted.

With sustained submaximal contractions, the EMG waveforms slowed consistently in all sub-
jects, accompanied by a constant decrease in the MDF, indicating a gradual development of local
muscle fatigue (Figures 4 and 5). Numbers of previous studies reported consistent slowing of surface
EMG as fatigue progresses (Okada, 1971; De Luca, 1984; Kiryu et al., 1998). These changes are
claimed to be brought about by two factors; first, a decrease in pH caused by lactic acid accumulation
due to sustained contraction and ischemia may lower the MFCV during fatiguing contractions
(Lindström, 1970; Sadoyama et al., 1983; Brody et al., 1991); second, changes in motor unit firing
statistics with decreased MFCV concurrently may affect EMG waveforms (Naeije and Zorn, 1982;
Kranz et al., 1983). Frequency variables such as the MDF are especially susceptible to the first factor
(Stulen and De Luca, 1982; Kiryu et al., 1998).

This first factor appears to strongly influence our results because a consistent decrease in the
MFCV was seen in all subjects. The MFCV is reported to increase with muscle temperature (Bigland-
Ritchie et al., 1981; Masuda et al., 1999), which may affect the MDF. Since, however, skin tempera-
ture did not change significantly during the contraction in our study, we consider the influence of
muscle temperature on EMG variables to be negligible. Further, an increase in the muscle tempera-
ture, if any, should have weakened, not enhanced, our results.

An increase in the ARV with fatigue has been widely documented (Maton, 1981; Hagberg,
1981; Fuglevand et al., 1993). Unlike the MDF and MFCV, which depend on metabolic conditions of
muscle tissue, the increase in the ARV has been claimed to be affected by central factors, i.e., recruit-
ment of the motor unit and increase in its firing rate. (Moritani et al., 1985; Maton, 1981; Viitasalo
and Komi, 1977). These factors are useful to compensate for reduced metabolic functions reflected in
the decreased MDF and MFCV (Maton, 1981; Yamada et al., 2000). Given the observation in our
study that ARV increased in all subjects, without difference in the force level between the initial and

Fig. 6.  Percent ratio of the fatigue-induced changes against the initial value in the
EMG variables, as compared between the young and elderly. Asterisks show signifi-
cant differences (p<0.01) between the age groups.
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final stages of contraction, the central compensatory mechanisms as above appear to function in the
tibialis anterior.

When we compared these EMG changes during contractions between aged and young subjects,
we found that changes both in the MDF and MFCV were consistently smaller in aged than in young
subjects. These results suggest that neuromuscular responses during fatiguing contractions differ
between these two groups. The degree of the spectral shift in surface EMG with fatigue depends on
the proportion with which a muscle has different types of fibers, i.e., muscles having a higher propor-
tion of FT fibers demonstrate a greater shift to lower frequencies, due to the accumulation of by-
products such as lactic acid (Komi and Tesch, 1979). The observation that relative increase in ARV
tended to be smaller in the aged subjects appears to match with these peripheral fatigue mechanisms
specific to the aged.

It appears therefore that aged subjects whose spectral shift is less pronounced do not reach
fatigue of the same level as in young subjects, because the elderly have muscles with a higher propor-
tion of ST fibers as described above. Moreover, the sustained load of 60% MVC is adjusted against
the individual's maximum effort, which is suppressed to be smaller in aged than in young subjects
(Yue et al., 2000). Both of these effects may moderate the accumulation of metabolites, thus leading
to smaller EMG changes during fatiguing contractions in aged than in young subjects. These assump-
tions would be validated by our observation that the aged subjects could not maintain the force of
60%MVC for 60 sec, if the relative intensity of contraction was equalized for the both age groups by
using electrical stimulations (Yamada et al., 2000).

The present study, using submaximal exercises and surface EMG variables, has revealed that
the aged subjects cannot be fatigued as much as the young, which means that the elderly holds adap-
tive motor strategy to cope with age-related neuromuscular deteriorations. In the tibialis anterior
muscle, however, these neuromuscular deteriorations potentially cause inadequacy in the clearance
and placement of the foot during walking, which in turn may lead to stumbling and falling in the
elderly. Further studies are needed to clarify the age-related change in neuromuscular control of these
swift motions.
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